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The Color Glass Condensate and the Glasma: 
Two Lectures* 
April 10, 2008 
Abstract 
These two lectures concern the Color Glass Condeasate and the 
Glasma+ These me forrm of matter which might be studied in high 
energy hadronic cullisions. The Color Glass Condensate is high en- 
ergy density gluonic matter. I t  constitutes the part of a hadron wave 
function important for high energy p ~ c c s s ~ .  The Glasma is matter 
produced from the Color Glass Condensate in the first instants after 
a collision of two high energy hadrons. Both types of matter are &s- 
sociated with coherent fields. The  Color G l w  Condensab is static 
and related to  a hadron wavefunction, where the Glasrna is transient 
and evolva quickly after a collision. I present the properties of such 
matter, and some aspects of what is known of their properties. 
2 Introduction 
There is a generic similarity betwen the physical conditioas in the early 
stages of heavy ion collisions, and those of the early universe. Such a c01- 
lision is flustrated in Fig. 1 , The Color Glass Condensate describes the 
initial quantum mechanical wavefunctions which initiate the m1hion. This 
__ 
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is similar to the initial wavefunction in casmdogy. At the moment af the col- 
lision there is the initial singulariky, analogous In that of the quantum gravity 
and inflationary stages of cosmology, where quantum fluctuations me impor- 
tant. These fluctuations eventually evolve into the large scale fluctuations in 
the matter distribution produced in such collisions, analogous t o  the fliictu- 
ations produced in inflationary cmmology which form the seeds for matter 
fluctuations which eventually devdup g d k a  and clusters of galaxi-. Af- 
ter the singularity there is a GIasma phase which has topological excitations 
malogous to those associated with barym number violation in electroweak 
theory. The Quark Glum Plasma is analogous to both the electroweak and 
QCD thermal phases of expansion in cosmology, and the decohernent tran- 
sition is anahgous to that which generates masses for electroweak bosons. 
In cosmology there are a variety of phase transitions which occur at various 
times, corresponding to the ccsnfin~ment-d~~onfinem~t transition of QCD. 
T h e  various stag= in the evolution of matter produced in h g h  energy calli- 
siom are illustrated in Fig. 2. (The labels of this figure arc slightly modified 
horn t h e  original due to S t d e n  Bass,) 
There is a new paradigm: Various forms dmat te r  control the high energy 
limit of QCD. These forms of matter have infxinsically interesting properties, 
as w d  as properties which once understood have extensions la other areas 
of physics such ag mmology. 
Several fundamental scientific questions are addressed by a proper under- 
standing of the properties of thsse forms of matter. Among them are 
What is the high energy limit of QCD? 
What are the pcsjble forms of high energy densiky matker? 
How do quarks and gluons originate in strongly interacting particles? 
It is the purpose o€ these lectures to describe for you the properties of 
these high energy dmity form d matter, how they appear in high energy 
physics phenomenology, and what is known experimentally about these form 
of matter. For reasons of space, these topics are covered only in the most 
generic terms. 
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Figure 1: A schematic picture of the evolution of matter produced in the 
heavy ion collisions. 
2 
Figure 2: The various stages in the evolution of the matter produced in high 
energy hadronic colliisims. 
2 The Initial Wavefunction 
In the ie€tmost part of Fig. 3, I show the various Fock space components 
for a baryon wavefunction. At low energies, the dominant 3tatm for physical 
prowses have three quarks and a few gluons, In high ener.g collisions, 
many particles me produced. These ultimately arise from components of the 
hadron wavefunction which have many gluons in them. 
The number of gluons in a hadron wavefunction is usually measured in 
terms of ratio of the glum energy to the total energy of a hadron in a frame 
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where the hadron has very high energy, 
Typically, the lowest energy of any gluon is of order AQCD - 200 MeV The 
minimum value of z is therefore Zmin - A / E M ~ ~  Therefore, the high energy 
limit of the description of a hadron is controlled by khe low x part of the gluon 
wavefunction. The number of gluons have been measwd BS a function of 
z, and the results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 4.[l] The values of 
Q' correspond to diRerefit resolution scale of a virtual photon probe. The 
main point of the figure is that as z decremx, the number d gluons increase. 
The hgh energy limit of QCD is therefore described by glumic skates with 
lwge numbers of gluons in them. It is also known from measurements of c r w  
section d ~ t r o n g l y  interacting partide, that their size grows very slowly with 
increasing energy. Therefore the high energy limit is also the limit where the 
gluon demity is large. 
By the uncertainty priincple, these momponents make a gluon wall of 
longitudinal e x h t  of 1/Rgc~ as shown in Fig. 3 The density of gluons in 
the transverse plane grows as the energy increases, as is also shown Fig. 5.  
Figure 3 The leftmost figure on this slide illmtrates the wavefundion for 
a gIum BS B function of energy. The rightmost figure illustrates the experi- 
mentally measured glum distribution funchiions as a function of x. 
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Figure 4: The distribnfion of gluons as tl function of x 9s seen in the Hera 
deep inelastic experiments. 
These gluons must become very tightly packed together. They form a high 
density, highly coherent condensate of gluons, the Color Glass Condensate 
(CGC).[2]-[7] This coherence arises because khe high density implies a high 
occupancy of the quantum mechanical gluonic: states. In the high occupancy 
limit, the correspondence principle allows the gluons to be described by 3 
clwical glum field. Classical fields me coherent. For example, the d e c t s  
of hvo pmitive chmges add but the effect of a pceitive and aegative charge 
cancel. Because the typical separation of gluons is small, at high enough 
energy 
Due to the coherence, the Color G:lass Condensate is &o strongly inter- 
acting. An example of coherence greatly ampIi€yiag a very weak interaction 
is given by gravity: The intrinsic strengbh of the gravitational force is very 
small, but due to the coherent superposition of forces arisig from individual 
particles, it becomes a large force. 
There is a typical momentum scale Qsab, and gluons with momentum less 
ii 1, and the system is weakly coupled. 
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Low Energy 
Figure 5: The density of gluolns in the transverse plane as a function a€ 
energy. 
As one goes to higher energies, the saturation momentum increases, as more 
gluons are added to the CGC. This is because once the maximum phase 
space d w i t y  is achieved, then repulsive gluctnic interactions forbid greater 
occupation. Vacmt states of higher momentum must be filled. 
W e  now have all the information needed to  understand the word Gohr 
Glass Condensate. Cdw coma from the color of the gluom which make the 
matter. Condensate arises from the high occupation number of the gluons. 
The word glass is because the ghons at small x are produced by gluons at 
lager versus o€ x. In the reference frame w h m  the hadron is fast moving, the 
high x gluons are also fast moving. The natural time evolution is Lorentz 
dilated. This dilation is passed on down to  the scale of the low x gluons, 
which are then evolving on time scales very large cornpard to their natural 
Lime scales. This is the property of L glass. Ordinary glass is a liquid on vwy 
long time scales, but acts like a solid on shorter time scales. 
Before proceeding further, it is useful to review the propertiies of some 
kinematic variables. These are commonly used in the description of high 
energy cdhsions. We define light cone coordinates as 
Xf = (t k .)/A (3) 
and light cone momenta BS 
The scalar product in these coordinates becomes 
(5 )  x . p = * . pT - x’p- - IC-p+ 
The uncertainty principle for longitudinal light cone coordinates is 
It is also useful t o  define a proper time and a space-time rapidity, useful for 
f > Z Z  
q = SIn 1 ($) 
The proper t i q e  is invariant under Lorentz boosts along Lhe z ais, and the 
rapidity transform by khe shifk a€ a coktmt,. Note that by the uncertainty 
principle, that a particle will haw MT = ,/- - I /T ,  and that up to 
constants of order m e ,  
(91 1 y -- zln(P+/p-) *J h@+/MT) - dn{x+/h) w.7 
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Thus, all the possible rapidities in momentum space and in coordinate space 
are of the same order of magnitude. 
To understand what a sheet of Colored Glass Imks like, we can use light 
cone cmrdinaks. Consider p* - E P B, F+-, and F'y. The last two 
terms =e of order one. The terms F' arise from derivatives on the vector 
potential, In the frame where typical particle momenta are large, p+ is big 
but p- is small. Therefore we expect that F'" is big but Fi- is small. This 
require that to a first approximation only the transverse E and B fields arc 
large and that 
These are the non-Abelian generalization of the Lienard-Wiiechart poknbials 
of sbctrodynamics, The mentiat complication is that the fields carry a color 
index which is random on the sheet of colored glass. The densiky a€ such 
fields is determined by saturating the phase space to be of ordm l/as This 
. corresponds to a physical number density of gluons of 
E l B l i  w 
In Fig.6, a sheet of w o r d  glass is shown. 
Limiting fragmentation is a well cstablished phenomenon in high energy 
mattering. It is illustrated with the Fhobm experimental data & o m  in 
Fig. 7.[11]-[12] The total multiplicity of produced partides as a funckiion 
uf rapidity is plotted in this figure- The data has been shifted so that the 
rapidity of one of the nuclei is at zero. This means rapiditk are measured 
relakive to that of one of the nuclei. For several unih of rapidity from that 
of the nuclei, the multiplicity diskributions are identical. When one gets 
to the central region, corresponding to the smallesk x degres of f r d o m  
wcessible in Lhhe center of mass frame for the nuclear wavefunction, the s d i n g  
disappears. This is at a smaller value o€ x 85 bhe nudear energy increases. 
The data has a simple interpretation in terms a€ 9. renormalization group. 
In the @,re, imagine we treat the high x partidm 30urces. The fields 
produced by the sowm are those degrea of freedom in the central region. 
Now 85 we go from lower to  h a w  energy, there are more deg-rm of freedom 
associated with the sources, since the produced fields are localized in a few 
units of rapidity. Clearly as we go from one energy to another, we must 
somehow transform what were fields into sources. This happens naturally 
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Figure 6: The c o r  electric and magnotic fields oh a sheet of colored glass. 
in a. renormalization group formalism. One simply integrates ouk dynarnicd 
degrem of freedom and converts them to ~ources as one increases thc energy. 
This means that the parameters of the theory which describe the system of 
sourmi and fields change as one chmgs  the separation scale between what 
we call large x and mall x degrees of freedom. 
Such a theory can be mathematically formulated in terms of a path ink- 
gral. Let us treat the large x sources by a current dong the light cone, , 
where q is the space time rapidity 
The source js.ammed to be independenk of z+. This is because of the 
Lmentz time dilation of the SOW&=, and reflects t,he glassy nature of the 
theory. The theory is defined by the path integral 
200G.eV 
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Figure 7: Limiting fragmentation BS illustrated in the Phobos experimental 
data on gold-gold collisions at WE. 
In this path integral, the action for the gluon fields in the presence of the 
source p is S{A,p]. The function F[p] is determined by the renormalization 
group equations. The function F is real, md this is a consequence of the 
glassy nature of the system. The parameter R j3 a separation scale in longi- 
tudinal momenta. Fields with momenta smaller than A are included in the 
fields A, and those with momenta larger than A are in the sources p. 
In leading order, the path integral is approximated by doing a stationary 
phase approximation where the field A is replaced by its classical value for the 
equations of motion. If we do s d  fluctuations, these ccrrrectiom are of the 
order a&~('p+/A), where p+ is a typical momentum scale where we rnwure  
the classical field, If p+ - A, then because as << 1, these cormtiom are 
small, and the classical approximation is valid. If however, p' >> A, then the 
chical  approximation may break down. In this case, one has to integrate 
out the quantum fluctuations sucmsively, to evolve the theory dmvn Io a 
new scale Ar, where Ar is closer to p+. The integrations and change of scde 
for the effective theory d e h e  the renomahation group. Remarkably, one 
can get m explicit form for these renormdimtion group equations, and show 
that the &ective action is precisely described by the abuve path integral. 
The renormalization group equations me for the  function 
me Hamiltonian equations 
Here y = ln(R'/A} For strong to intermediate strength fields, H is second 
order in derivatives, 
It turns out that the Hamiltonian is purely a Don-linear second deriv* 
tive theory. There is precisely zero potential. This me3ns that the soh- 
tion for 2, corresponds to diffusion. The wavefunction spreads as E, 4 
00. It is this spreading which is the manifestation of the small z problem: 
The saturation momentum grows forever as y + ca 
Oftentimes, the source function F is taken to be 
This model has many of the fmtum of the full solution of the renormalization 
group equations for F, 
The solution to the CGC renormalization group equations are universal, 
and is a consquence of the diffusive nature of the evolution. This means that 
BS y -, 00, F tends to a universal function, implying that the properties of 
the CGC at arbitrarily high energy are independent of what hadron generated 
it. The CCC is a universal form of matter. 
The saturation momentum scale that appears in F ,  shown explicitly for 
t h  Gaussian model, generates m infimed cutoff ~ca le .  This saturation mo- 
mentum at high energy can be QS >> A Q ~ D  This mean6 that qnantikies such 
as the t o td  multiplicity of produced particle become computable using weak 
coupling methods. npically momentum distributions mrnputed in perkur- 
bation theory have infrared divergences at small pr. However, these become 
cutoff at the saturation momentum scale, and become perturbatively com- 
putable, For example, the total multiplicity of gluons produced in a collision 
foflavs from dimensional reasoning: [13] 
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The factor of l/as arises because the multiplicity may be determined by 
solving a classid problem, or alternatively, because the phase space density 
of gluons in the initial state has the s m e  factor. We will describe the c lwieal  
problem in the next lecture about the Glasma. 
The ~t: dependence of the saturation momentum itself can be computed 
using the above renormdizatim group methods.[14] One finds that the sat- 
uration momentum gows 9s 
Q&d = Q;eKY (19) 
where y = In{l/z). This results is to lowest order in weak coupling. Running 
coupling constant correetions change this somewhat, but for jntermdate  
vahm of 3, the x, dependence is not greatly modified. 
The hissart  bound on the total moss section 3 b  arises wry simple.[l5]- 
1171 Imagine that we have an impact parameter profile of the matter in a 
hadron. On general grounds, this shouId fall of€ exponentially like e-h+b 
since khe lowest m a s  ise-singlet &amel is due to two pion exchange. On 
the other hand, the number of gluons r i se  like eKy. Therefore a probe sees a 
matter distribution 
(201 
A probe of some fixed resolubion scde will see the edge of this matter dis- 
tribukion mhcn thc distribution is some fixed number. Therefore, the edge 
is determined by b - xy,/Zm, Since the mmimal 3 for beam energy E is 
y - ln[E/Eo), we see that the c r m  section sat,ur&tes the Froissart bound, 
u b2 h2(E/&)  P> 
Comider deep inelastic scattering of a virtual photon from B hadronic 
target. The cross section for this should scale like qP ,=- F(Qa,t’Qtfl,) This 
scaling relation assumes the only scale that dekrrninm the physics is the satu- 
ration momentum. There b no added 2 dependence because the Iocd theory 
which describes the process only h Qat as a parameter. The gmmetric 
scaling of Hera data for this p r o m  is shown in Dig. 8.[18]-[20] This scal ing 
w o k  so lang as x 5 lWa. It is also mmarkabk that the scaling works to 
Q2 >> Q:a,. The upper limit cm be shown to beof order Q2 - QL/A&,, 
and introduces the concept of an extended scaling region. 
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Figure 8: Gmmetric scaling in the Hera data.. 
The theory of the CGC has provided both 3 rich phenomenology 8s well 
as first principles understanding within QCD for the high enerm limit. Some 
of the successes of this theory jnclude[7] 
I Scaling properties in electron-hadron scattering. 
Elastic and almost elastic electron-hadron scattering. 
Nuclear size dependence of quark and gluon distributions. 
Distributions of produced particles in hadron and nudear collisions. 
I Scaling proper ties of hadron-hadron m!lisions. 
i Long range momentum correlations for partides produced in hadron- 
hadron cdisiom. 
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0 Intuitive understanding Q€ high energy limit for cross sections. 
I The origin of the multiparticle excitations which control high energy 
scattering (Porneron, Reggem, Odderon). 
This is a very active area of research. It has as one of its inkeUectd goals, the 
unification of the demiption of all strong interaction processes at high energy 
and as such involv& different phenomena: electron-hadron, hadr6n-hadron,n, 
hadron-nucleus and aucleusnuclew oclllisions. 
3 The Initial Singularity and the Glasma 
Before the collision of two hadrons, two sheets of Colored Glass approach one 
another.[21]-[23] Because the phase space density of gluons is large, the gluons 
can be treated 9s classical fields, The fields are Lorcntz boasted Coulomb 
fields, that is Lienard-Wiechart potentials, which are static in the transverse 
plane of the hadrons and have E L B I 2, where z is the direction of motion. 
Figure 9 After the collision of two sheets of colored glass, longitudind elec- 
tric and magnetic fields assouatd with the Glasma form. 
When the classical equations for the evolution o€ thee fields is solved, in a 
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very short time scale of order Ai - &e-Kjus7 the fields change from purely 
transverse to purely longitudinal. This is because the collisions generate color 
electric and magnetic monopole charge .densitis of opposite sign on the twQ 
sheets. This description is reminiscent of tbe flux tubc models of color electric 
fields which are used in phenomenological descriptions of low energy strong 
interactions. A t  high energies, there are both color electric and magnetic 
field because the electric and magnetic fields were d equal magnitude in the 
CQC, and heu~use of the electric-magnetic duality of QCD. 
To understand how such fields arise, let us first consider the mathematics 
of the one nucleus problem. Assume the sources of the color field are of the 
form 
A solution of the classical field equations is €or A* = 0, and the transverse 
vector potential is a pure two dimensional gauge trmsform of V ~ C U U I A  field, 
but a different gauge transformation on opposite sides of the shcet at  3- = 0, 
J+ = qI-)p[xT) (22) 
This configuration will generate the color electric and magnetic fields de 
scribed above. 
In the collision problem, the fields in'the backward light cone are deter- 
mined according to Fig.10. We have chosen to work in a gauge where as 
t + -00, the fields vanish. It is easily ch&d that when crossing the back- 
wads light cam, m e  gets the proper dkcontinuiLy In thhe forward light cone, 
one cm check that a solution of the equation of motion may be chosen to be 
independent of the spacetime rapidity q. Infinitesmally on the forward light 
cone, the vector potentid is A = A1 i- Aa. This man& that, a color electric 
and color magnetic charge is induced on the sheets in the forward light cone 
corresponding t.a fkA{b& and fhAibB& on she& 2, and with the labels 1 
and 2 reversed on sheet 1. 
carry a topological charge. In QCD, they 
are associated with anomalous mass generation and c h i d  symmetry vida- 
t im, In clectroweak theory, such fields may be responsible for gemrating the 
baryon asymmetry of the universe, In QCP, they may generate the masses 
of those particles which comtitute the vkible matter of thhe universe. Each 
ficld configuration violatcs CP. An cxpcrimcntd discovery cd the effects of 
Fields with a non-zero 2 
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. Figure 10: The fields which describe high energy hadronic collisions. 
such field3 would be of great importance. Theoretical ideas for experimen- 
tal signatures are sketchy.[30] These initial longitudinal fields at the time of 
production evolve into transverse Eel& and eventually form a Quark Gluon 
Plasma, The matter from production until the formation of the Quark Gluon 
Plasma is called the Glasma.[21)-[23] 
The initial Glasma fields are unstable against forming rapidity dependent 
fluchation, and a€kr a time scale of order I,/& instabilibies may begin to 
become of the order of the original classical fields.[24]-[28] Thc origin of these 
Weibel instabilities was originally found for plasmas dcm to khermal q u i -  
librium by Mrowczinski. Quantum fluctuations in the original wavefunction 
can grow by these instabilities, and eventually overwhelm the longitudinal 
electric and magnetic Glasma fields. Perhaps these fields form a chaotic or 
turbulent liquid which might thermalize and isotropize the system. 1291 
The mpl iha t ion  of quantum fluctuations to macrosmpic magnitude is 
reminiscent of infiation in the early universe. These quantum fluctuations 
expand t o  size scale larger than the event horizon during inflatiun, and me 
imprinted into the fabric of space-time. At much later times, the event 
horizon 6ize scale bemmw of the order of galactic size scala. Ultimately, 
these fhctuations drive gravitationally unstable rnodcs which form galaxics 
and clusters of galaxies. 
These rapidity dependent fluctuations, although they may become large, 
are in the language of c:osmology, subhorizon, and are modified by the late 
cxpmsion, In addition to these rapidity depcndmt quantum fluctuations , 
there may be rapidity independent flu&u&ms which are by definition super- 
horizon. These are associated with the initial state of the collision and have 
their origin in the long rmge Glasma fields. These would be largely unaf- 
fected by subsequent expansion. These may be responsible for the obsemd 
forward-backward correlations m d  perhaps the ridge seen in the tm partide 
correlation, [3 I] - [32] 
In heavy ion collisions, analogous fluctuations in the hadronic wavefunc 
tion might appear BS momentum dependent fluctuations. Such fluctuations 
might be frozen into the find skate di&ribution of parrficles. 
I 
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